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At Manglam Decor we believe luxury
is the balance of design,in the sense of
beauty and highest quality. We take extra efforts in making sure that the piece
we create for our client is completely
unique and just the right representation
of their values and preferred aesthetics.
We provide services to those who wants
to live artistically and in beautiful and
elegant spaces that improves the sense
of being.
Our principal designer Nidhish creative thinking and innovation embodies design sense of minimalistic and
luxury designs from world of interiors.
Manglam Decor is India’s premier design and build company which works
with excellence and advanced technology founded by Nidhish Mangla in 2015
with the motive of doing the business of
luxury interior design, turnkey execution,
bespoke furniture manufacturing along
with furnishing and decor accessorizing
to his discrete clients. He is been passionately designing and building dream
spaces for his clients with the help of his
creative team’s passion and hardwork
and have in the process redefined elegant luxury.

ABOUT
US
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The Design People

We design Dream
Spaces for our discrete
clients
Manglam Decor ‘s core values
lies in listening carefully to the
clients and infuse their personality into their spaces. We perform
to work with excellence and
create an amazing experience
for our clients. We focus on all
the elements of interior design
such as space, line, forms, light,
colour,texture and pattern and
keeping them balanced is the
key to create an aesthetically
pleasing interiors

Designer’s role is to provide accurate
advice for the optimal safe occupation of those who work, live and
relax within an interior space. Operating across a variety of sectors from
public space, retail and restaurant to
hotels and residential developments,
a professionally designed interior
should comply with all building,
health & safety and product regulations to provide improvements to
the interiors domestic or commercial
purpose .

Solutions in every corner
Manglam Decor curates
inspirations for spaces, combining the creative works of
skilled artisans and professional designers to people and
places around the world. We
define and transform spaces
into modern designs characterized by comfort and distinction. Discover amazing new
concepts for your spaces and
transform them completely.
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TIMELINE

Behind the dreamy schemes
and furnishing installs are
countless hours spent imagining unique designs with flair
and hours on the phone tracking and completing orders. For
our design friends and clients,
we are sharing a peek into the
timeline behind luxury interior
design…

Week 2-3

Client Requirement Analysis

2d design

Once the proposal is
signed we start our process by analysing the client requirements to plan
out the conepts based
on their likes,dislikes and
profession.

After completing the requirement analysis we do
the 2d planning keeping
in mind the client choice
and space availability and
get it approved by client.

Week 4-7

Execution

Conceptulization

Execution

According to the layouts we select the color
scheme and a material
moodboard for the visualization of the client.and
based on that do the 3d
designs and final presentation

Once all the 3d designs
and 2d designs are approved we start with the
execution of your dream
Space. You just have to sit
back and relax and wait
for the luxury experience

Design Process includes lots of
ideation and conceptulization
and hence it typically takes
about two months to come
up with realistic 3d designs
and start the execution thereafter. We are drawing oriented
because it gives the client the
total concept of the space plus
it helps in neglecting the unneccesary costs and hassle

END OF TIMELINE

Week 1
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Design Without Limits


FINDING YOU
IN EVERY DETAIL
By not cutting any corners and taking the care to make sure
an entire project is carried out successfully, with the dedication
to maximise the potential of even the smallest features, a project will have a more professional and wonderful finish. When it
comes to interior design, smaller features might not make the
most impact but when all of those smaller features work together and immense care is taken at every level, that’s the perfect recipe for designing a home that is flawless and perfectly finished.



Our interiors are an insight into our
brains. It is a collaboration of design,
art, humor, irony, functionality, and
the street

Subtle Degree of Difference
We differentiate ourself by bringing
the combination of young creative
minds and experienced professionals
.to make sure their is a balance of new
trends and experienced minds.

Get Cozy With Us



Get in touch with our design and
build professionals and we will take
you through a beautiful design
jouney with us and create your dream
space

TRANSFORMING SPACES
C R E AT I N G T H E A RT O F STYL I S H L IVI N G
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Luxury

Transforming Spaces.
Transforming Lives.

INTERIOR DESIGN

Rawness and refinement are not
opposite ends of a luxurious spectrum. They are two complementary
features with which to populate a
luxe environment.

INTERIORS INSPIRED BY INNOVATION
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1

2



Residential Design
There is nothinng more exciting than incorporating bold,vibrant colors with a striking
mix of genres and periods to
create lively magical spaces

Commercial Design
Underneath all we design lies the
solid belief that beauty is a positive
force

Luxury Interior Design
We provide luxury interior services in which
we do all the designing and execution including art,decor and furnishings

OUR
SERVICES


Bespoke Furniture
We provide furniture design and manufacturing services with innovative material and
design all around the world, We also work
around italian and european furniture designs and material and provide to our client.
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OUR
SERVICES
At Manglam Decor we
provide each and every
service related to design
industry such as designing,execution,decor,customized art,lightning
designs and furnishings
solutions so clients at
Manglam Decor can just
get it done as we pay
attention to every detail







Cozy Interior

Innovative Ideas

Thoughtful Spaces

TRANSFORMING SPACES
C R E AT I N G T H E A RT O F STYL I S H L IVI N G







Individual Design

Quality Materials

Livable Spaces
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Manglam Decor’s Team is dedicated towards its clients and performs to
provide the best living experience for the
client. To make sure the best is delivered
to our clients there is dedicated team of
designers who design unique designs
and to provide the quality we have a dedicated team of market researchers who
are resourcing the best and unique quality material and to make sure everything
is installed and assembled beautifully
there are project manager to make sure
the site is executed beautifully and gives
the clients more than they excpected.
And experience the luxury living lifestyle.

We love to collaborate with different vendors both national and International to
get hands on quality material and different varieties. During the design process
our team loves to play with different material samples to get the best match of
colors and theme that goes well together with each other which gives our clients an amazing visual experience and
top quality. To create timeless design it
is our responsibility to pickup evergreen
material and textures from different
parts of the world to create an amazing livinng experience for our clients. l

We have came across clients who ends up
taking wrong decisions with the colors,
texture,material selection and execution
steps and endup spending fortune without having dream space design. Here
we eliminate alll the hassle by providing
visual design experience to our clients and
getting hands on material samples to get
a perfect vision of how the future of their
space will look like. This enables our clients
to spend on the things that will turn their
dream space into reality and avoid unneccesary expenses. Our clients trusts us with
their spaces and in turn we put all our efforts in turning the place like their dreams.

Create

Live







LUXURY INTERIORS

Dream

EXPERIENCE WITH US
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IT’S THE
INSIDE THAT
COUNTS
Bringing Interiors
To Life
Working dedicately to bring the
experience of luxury decor into
your life and creating elegant
spaces
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DESIGN
WITH THE
WEST IN
MIND

Legend of the Future
There will always be a market
of people who want something
that isn’t seen everywhere, and
that’s when customized services
enter.

Creating Lasting Impressions
Through Interior Design
Most people know what they
like in individual furnishings or
accessories, but don’t know how
to put it all together to create a
cohesive design

Love Where You Live
Fall in love with the space
forver with Manglam Decor’s
timeless designs
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Choose Your Service

E

Project Consultation
Designing

Mood Board
Material Recommendations
3d design
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Turnkey Execution
2d Elevation

2d Elevations

N

Mood Board
Material Selection
Architectural Plans
Decor Recommendations
Designer Consultation
3d views

Project Planning
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Site Supervision
Execution
Photography

E
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T

CREATIVITY
GUARANTEED

Residential
Commercial

Hospitality
Apartment

Office
Commercial Buildings
Restaurant
Retail Stores

Villa
Penthouse
Skyhouse
Duplex
Beach Hose

Hotel
Hospital
Institute







Basic

Premium

Pro

Service
Service Name
Another One
Main Service
Service

90 $

Per Month

$
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WHERE DIMENSIONS TAKE SHAPE

Confidence Begins at Home
Good design is obvious. Great design is transparent and tranparency is another value we practice at
Manglam Decor due to which we maintain a total transparency during the design and build journey
with our discrete client

Great Design and decor feels so welcoming and
refreshing and keeps your mood lighten up

ENHANCE
YOUR HOME
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Let us join you on your dream design journey

Interior

Design

Components

We take invisible ideas and make
them tangible. That’s our job

Design is as much an act spacing
as an art of marking

A dedicated team and pefect
blend of values and aesthetics is
just the perfect reciepe for a great
design
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Creative Living
A creative life is an amplified life. It’s a bigger life, a happier life, an
expanded life, and a hell of a lot more interesting life

STYLE YOUR SPACE
Find your interior style with an expert talk at
Manglam Decor
Choose your moodboard and colour pallete
with Manglam Drcor

Prepare to Be Inspired
The best way to find inspiration for interior design is to step outside your normal boundaries of creating and designing. Delve into
a new expression through nature, art, or other medium and discover a renewal of excitement to create beautiful home designs.

Let us conceptualize your space according to the
mood board and choose furniture,art and decor
Just get it done! Your design is ready to be
turned into reality
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Dream
Dream About your living space

Sustainable Design With
Your Health In Mind
Create
Let us create your dream space by our
dedicated team

Live
Live in your dream space created by
Manglam Decor

Let Us Dicover New
Designs Together

Using Sustainable products to maintain
a balance of designing with the environment

Creating Impressions
Through Interior Design
Once your project comes to life it will
definitely have a long lasting impression
on everybody who sees it
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The Future of Workplace
Who wouldn’t want to work in a workspace like
this?

Prepare to Be Surprised

Excellence Guaranteed

FINEST BESPOKE
INTERIORS

PURITY
THROUGH THE
DESIGNED
ENVIRONMENT
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A SMALL
EFFICIENT
INTERIOR
DESIGN TEAM

Sustainable Design
With Your Health In Mind





Creating Impressions
Through Interior Design
I

DISTINCTIVE
DESIGN

Where Dimensions Take Shape
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Customized Interiors

Luxury Interior

To give our clients personalization we try to customize everything for each client according to
their personality and choices by adding bespoke
furniture,customized lights,customized decor and
artwork.. Each design for each client.

Luxury is when it seems flawless, when you reach
the right balance between all elements. Understated theatricality – that is what our luxury is all
about



We create living experience for every client by
giving input into each and every detail.

Design

Creative

Ideas





We Don’t Build, We Create

Interiors



Work with excellence
Perfection may not exist but excellence sure does.
Those who work with excellence surely creates
magic. Our mission is that each Manglam Decor
home should tell its own story.
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WE DESIGN
THOUGHTFUL
LIVABLE SPACES

THE SUBTLE DEGREE
OF DIFFERENCE

Designing Spaces to Enhance
Your Business
While we visit a hotel or a workplace the kind of
colors,the kind of ambience they have enhances the
mood. So the corporate and hotel owners makes
sure to get the best Interiors done in order to balance the ambience of the space and keep their business up. Its always peaceful to be in place which just
lightens up your mood and brings the charm inside
you. And that;s why we bring you Manglam Decor to
bring that difference into your lives.

If you think Good design is costly have a look at
the cost of bad design
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Inspired,
Creative,
Functional

90%
Finest Bespoken
Interiors


A Reflection of You

INSPIRING
INTERIORS
WORKSPACE,
DESIGNED &
BUILT

Interiors Inspired
by Innovation

ENHANCE YOUR LIFE
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8500 sqft. Residential design
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20000 sqft. Residential Design
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3081 sqft. Residential Design
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9000 sqft. Commercial design
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Vastu Oriented Designa

Architectural Planning

We have vastu expert on board to make our
plans accordingly.

NIDHISH MANGLA
FOUNDER
Nidhish Mangla started his journey of designing in
2015 with the vision of adding elegance and luxury
into people lives. He worked closely with top designers to understand the psychology of designing and
his central idea is that every client has a story and
that work environment is a great platform for telling
it. When we are doing our initial conceptualization
on a project, he gets all the basics- the headcount,
the need of the client and so on, but he also want to
know clients on a personal level-who the people are
and what do they like to do ?. He works around the
values of excellence, quality and highest technology.
He makes sure that every client of Manglam Decor
enjoys timeless designs and live a peaceful life in
their dream spaces. He balanced his team by adding young creative minds for innovation and experienced people to maintain quality. for two Initial years
he did some elite projects individually and after that
expanded his team further and built-up Manglam
Decot

Anthrepology Oriented
To avoid chaos during execution we make sure while
planning we maintain distances between objects for
human movement according to study of anthrepology

We do our designing around the architectural
layouts to maintain balance between logics
and aesthetics








Site Engineering
We always have onboard civil engineers to
maintain the system during execution of the
project.

+91 9599839596



instagram.com/manglamdecor




pinterest.ca/manglamdecor/
twitter/manglamdecor

